Ideas for newspaper names:

The Roman Times
Apollo News
The Daily Mercury
Headline to grab readers attention!

Pumice Pours over Pompeii

Use alliteration

Eruption – extremely, explosive,

Disaster – deadly, dusty, dark

Tragedy – terrifying, terrible
Images you may want to include...

An Artist's illustration of a Plinian eruption

Map of Pompeii

Objects found at the archaeological dig
Introduction

Where is Pompeii? - use prepositions

When did Mount Vesuvius erupt? - use figures
What happened?

A day in Pompeii - full length animation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dY_3ggKg0Bc
Pliny the younger
Quotes

... the ash cloud can best be described as being like a pine tree, for it rose to a great height on a sort of trunk and then split off into branches.
The ash cloud sometimes looked white, sometimes blotched and dirty.

We also saw the sea sucked away by the force of the earthquake. It went so far back, sea creatures were left stranded on dry sand.

Outside, there was the danger of falling pumice-stones, even though these were light. . . . As protection against falling objects they put pillows on their heads tied down with cloths.

The universe seemed to plunge into eternal darkness.

You could hear the shrieks of women, the wailing of infants, and the shouting of men.

Darkness fell, not the dark of a moonless or cloudy night, but as if the lamp had been put out in a closed room.
Rules

1. Open “inverted commas
2. Write what they say
3. Use a punctuation mark,
4. close inverted commas”
5. Who said it? How did they say it? What are they doing?
   claimed, stated, recalled, observed, Pliny the younger
6. New person speaking new line.
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